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About This Game

Lifeliqe VR Museum brings Lifeliqe's interactive learning experiences into VR for the first time!

Learn about a cell, join ancient dinosaurs for a walk, or visit a prehistoric settlement that dates back to the seventh millennium
B.C.

These immersive learning experiences empower students to spark light bulb moments. By visualizing scientific concepts and
environments that would be otherwise unaccessible, learners can boost their curiosity and learning passion. Lifeliqe is an

engaging learning world that learners will love and adults will wish they could have in schools when they were kids.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Lifeliqe VR Museum
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Publisher:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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I playd this for 5 minutes, and then instantly bought the Pro version. Damn thats cool!. launched for first time says missing
executable. launched second time, puts me in fullscreen and blackscreen but shows the window thing at the top. p.s. i am mac. 
https://youtu.be/xi5787ps-mA

The single button runner foundation is shown in a dim light as a weak camera leads to far too many leaps of faith that are made
worse by the lack of check points.. Love it. I would pay for more levels.. So after careful and thoughtful game play and in
emails with support about a fix for a major bug that cause the graphics and controls to be wonky changing my original review
from NO i would not recooment to YES i would recommend. And NO they did not force me or coerce me to change my vote, i
have finally been able to play several scenarious, controls got fixed for my HD computer which is what was causing the prolems
from the graphic card, they issued a work around and bam. I WILL SAY, that i think mre animals need added to the game and it
could benefit from several more scenarious for more hours of gameplay BUT now that i am able to play it i recommend..
Normally I'd recommend this game, as it is a fun multiplayer environment with classic ARPG elements. However, it has some
game-breaking bugs (found out the hard way) and the devs seem to have given up on the game (since no patches or resolutions
have been provided.
Buy at your own risk.
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Solar Flux has got to be my new favourite puzzler. Each mission involves you attempting to save dying suns from oblivion either
by feeding them plasma to either increase their power, or to reduce their power to prevent a supernova. Your ship has minimal
thrusting power and so you must rely on the gravitationaly pull of nearby planets and asteroids to slingshot around the sector as
you collect the plasma. In addition to this, whenever you shoot your collected plasma into the star, a solar flare is formed, which
you can ride along to get an extra boost. The closest game I think Solar Flux reminds me of is Captain Ludwig for IOS. Both
have a very similar physics system (look it up if you like, Ludwig's also a pretty good game). Apart from collecting plasma,
you've also got to worry about your shield strength - which depletes whenever you are positioned in the sun's lght (you can hide
in asteroid shadows to replenish this). There's also the fuel meter to keep an eye on, use all your fuel and the ship will be dead in
the wat.. um space dust. This is wheere the game adds the replayability. Much like how angry birds challenges you to use the
fewest birds, Solar Flux rewards players for minimal fuel consumption, indeed many missions are possible to complete without
using a drop! The satisfaction from zero fuel usage you get is pretty good.

Overall, the game is a great little puzzler, easy to learn the basics, but still with plenty of challenge. Adding to that the
minimalistic visuals and great space ambience music, Firebrand having done an excellent job of porting an already good tablet
game to the pc.. INDIE TRASH
YOU'RE BETTER OFF PLAYING A PROPER PS1/PS2/NES GAME THAN WASTING YOUR TIME ON THIS TRASH
0/10 SHAME ON THE GAME DEV. Nice atmosphere, relaxing experience. Brutal on the GPU. I have a Vive Pro\/2080ti and
can't even run at 100% supersampling without significant frame drops. Only VR game I have played where GPU limited at
100% SS. Even the VRmark Blue Room runs better.. Super funny game. I was playing with my friend and we could not stop
laughing all the time. Really early alpha gameplay but i can see a good future in this game since its a game enviorement for
creative poeple. I would really recomend this game if you like being creative and have a great time with your friends. Big ups
for the devolorper.. Paid for ecchi. Got a good entertainment and hentai. In other words, better than I expected.. Creepy
INDEED! Holiday horror done right. Good sound, graphics and scare tatics. I have yet to figure out the game ending but will try
it again, you should TOO!. Looks like it is trying to be Smash Brothers where rules for special objectives are set dynamically
based on powerups collected by the player. The controls are clunky,and environments overly restrictive; I was hoping ot get a
good couch versus game, but it failed to catch our interest.. its a good selection for made funny games
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